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Zara would also have to ensure that the user interface of the company’s website and its social media platforms are easy to navigate and engaging enough so that visitors become regulars on the website and social media platforms. This would mean that the brand has a stronger social media presence by ensuring
that the website and social media platforms are user-friendly. Zara is emblematic of the style icon that the media has made of it. Its designs are mostly casual but with an understated undercurrent of social consciousness. Zara has developed a reputation for both pricing and service that make it a favorite among

urban consumers. In fact, Zara is regarded as having created the affordable fashion market. But the brand is nothing without the presence of designers such as Karan). Zara has also been bold in its approach to social media. It actively encourages customers to share their #ZaraInspires photos on Instagram,
where the brand posts pictures of its less fortunate Zara Fellows and other social media influencers that highlight the diverse socioeconomic background of the brand's 1.8 million global employees. Then there's the NAHL, a bantam-level hockey league in the United States and Canada. It is a 500-level junior league

which was being watched closely because of the recent success of several players who had played professionally in the NHL or American Hockey League. The case against Bauer has played out on social media, with more than 430,000 people following updates about it on Twitter. The hashtag #RIP16 began
trending on Twitter on Tuesday night, as fans of both the Los Angeles Dodgers and Cleveland Indians — who are in a World Series matchup this week — expressed anger. The first blow came just before 8 a.m. ET Tuesday, when Bauer was asked by the ump whether he had any knowledge of the situation.
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